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Abstract

Existing efforts on query interface design focus on single user and result in isolated information seeking process. In this research, we propose to design a collaborative browsing interface in which human users can easily retrieve information and identify people who have similar interests to ask for help, thereby enabling collaborative exploration on complex information space. In this paper, we present the issues and approaches of designing a collaborative browsing interface. Preliminary implementation experiences are also presented and discussed. These results provide system designers with guidelines of constructing query interfaces and demonstrate how query interfaces influence the performance of decision making.
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1. Introduction

In today’s hypercompetitive business environment, effectively collecting and manipulating information are critical organizational capabilities (Speier and Morris 2003). Many organizations accordingly invest in information technologies to maintain computerized repositories, which store procedures, reports, and work outcomes so that knowledge workers can use/reuse the materials for decision making. A few examples are: Buckman Laboratories’ online comment system (Zack 1999), Chrysler’s knowledge management system (Ruggles 1998), and SLIS’s digital library system (Borner et al. 2000).

As the information environment becomes increasingly saturated, getting decision makers’ attention and helping them find and focus on the most relevant data becomes increasingly difficult (Davenport and Beck 2001). Developing query interfaces that can support efficient information seeking and decision making to overcome the problem of information overload has becomes critical. Research and practical efforts accordingly have devoted to the design of query interfaces for improving decision-making performance (Alavi and Leidner 2003; Speier and Morris 2003).

One prevailing assumption in the existing query interfaces, however, is that information seeking is basically viewed as an individual activity (Twidale et al. 1997; Nichols et al. 2000). In these systems, information seekers individually represent their needs, receive system responses, and refine their searches until responsive data points meet their own needs. There is no one to ask for help as they entered into a bewilderment of documents, and there is no means to capitalize from others’ experiences.
At the same time, collaborative activities are often observed in physical information seeking and retrieval process (Twidale et al. 1997; Nichols et al. 2000). Information seekers often search for information by oral interpersonal communications with their friends or colleagues. They often ask their friends/colleagues for some required information or for advice and assistance on how to get it. Therefore, it is imperative to consider information seekers’ need of consulting people in information seeking and retrieval process in designing a new query interface.

In this research, we propose to design a collaborative browsing interface to support navigation through complex information space. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review research efforts in this context. In Section 3, we describe our approaches for designing a collaborative browsing interface. In Section 4, we present our experiences in preliminary implementation. In Section 5, we summarize this work and point out our future research directions.

2. Literature review
As noted by Twidale et al. (1997), collaborative activities which are often observed in physical information seeking and retrieval process can be classified into three types. The first type of collaborative activities is personal interaction which occurs during the information seeking and retrieval process. An information seeker may ask an individual or a group for some required information or for advice or assistance on how to get it at any time before or during a search. The second type of collaborative activities is the sharing of search product. An information seeker may pass information of a successful search to other appropriate users or add various kinds of information to the document records for enhancing the documents from which others can benefit. The third type of collaborative activities is the sharing of search process. Many searches are similar or even identical to those which have already been done many times before. New users therefore may ask experienced users how they find related information to speed up their search progress.

To support the first type of collaboration in information seeking and retrieval process, communication tools, such as electronic mail, online chatting, and videoconferencing, etc., are increasingly used (Twidale et al., 1997). A number of CSCW tools have been developed to support group communication, cooperative query formulation, and cooperative browsing of results (Hymes and Olson, 1992; Rodden 1991). The Who-Knows system (Streeter and Lochbaum 1988) and several expertise recommendation systems (McDonald and Ackerman 2000; Sidler et al. 1997) have also been constructed to help user find a group of people who have experiences on the topic of interest. This form of collaboration has been extended by interacting in a virtual reality environment where both information and users are visualized (Benford and Mariani 1994; Chalmers 1995; Crossley and Davies 1999).

As second type of collaborative activities, an information seeker who comes across some interesting information may pass them on to known individuals. Recommendations of this kind increasingly occur today, mainly through the medium of e-mail (Twidale et al., 1997). A number of systems that intend to provide recommendation to similar but unknown individuals have also been developed (Goldber et al. 1992; Kantor 1993; Pesnick et al. 1994; Shardanand and Maes 1995). These systems look for relevance among users by observing their interest profiles and recommend the target user items that appear in the profiles of those users that exhibit the strongest relevance to the target user. Also, some systems which allow users to attach annotations, such as link (Kanto 1993; Park and Chon 1994), free-text comments (Cohen 1994), keywords (Brewer and Johnson 1994; Davis and Huttenlocher 1994)
1995), or ratings (Maltz 1994), to enhance the value and accessibility of information resources have also been constructed.

In addition to sharing search result, the third type of collaborative activities—sharing search process—has been supported by existing systems. In (Mobasher et al. 2000), search patterns which are extracted from search processes are utilized to help users find relevant information. A growing number of systems further utilize visualization techniques to display search processes and thus support their sharing. ARIADNE, proposed by Twidale et al. (1997), allows users to observe, record, and analyze others’ navigation histories to facilitate their information seeking tasks. StarWalker, proposed by Chen et al. (1999), spatially visualizes both information and users to form a virtual world. Users within the same neighborhood are made visible and thus can communicate with each other.

3. Collaborative browsing interface
In this research, we focus on the design of query interface. Based on the studies on collaborative activities, we have developed a system, Collaborative Browsing Interface, abbreviated as CBI, to support collaborative interactions between decision makers. In this section, we start with the description of the overall architecture of CBI and close with the detailed approaches.

3.1. System architecture
CBI provides a browsing interface, in which a work-oriented subject directory is provided. Documents that are often accessed together tend to related to the same work and thus belong to the same category. Therefore, the work-oriented subject directory is learnt by looking at the work associations of the documents. Specifically, we analyze the usage data to find the work associations of the documents. Since a growing number of information systems provide WWW interfaces, their usage data are recorded in Web usage log. Therefore, we make use of Web usage logs to cluster documents for building a work-oriented subject directory. Based on the work-oriented subject directory, collaboration mechanisms are added to the CBI system.

The overall architecture of CBI, shown in Figure 1, consists of two basic components: off-line and one-line subsystems.

![Figure 1. The overall architecture of CBI](image)

Off-line subsystem
The goal of the off-line subsystem is to extract the semantic structure of documents and build a work-oriented subject directory. Accordingly, the subsystem comprises three sequentially executed tasks: the data preparation task, the document clustering task and the category labeling task. In data preparation task, the raw Web usage logs are converted into a set of user transactions. In document clustering task, we examine the converted data to partition documents into a set of clusters. In the cluster labeling task, each cluster obtained from the document clustering task is labeled.

**On-line subsystem**

The goal of the on-line subsystem is to provide the interfaces to interact with users in real time. Therefore, as a user logs onto the system, the on-line subsystem provides the designed interface, which consists of four windows: an information directory window, a document list window, a document browse window, and a chatting window, to the user. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the collaborative browsing interface. In the information directory window, a list of topics are displayed, and users choose a document cluster by click on the respective topic. Documents of the selected cluster are rendered in a linear list in the document list window. The selected document is displayed in the document browse window. Also, in the designed interface, each user is equipped with an avatar. The avatars of users who are currently reading the same document or documents in the same cluster are displayed in the chatting windows. For example, suppose Angel, David, and Bob are currently reading some documents in the image cluster, David and Bob will appear in Angel’s chatting window. By doing so, users can readily find others who are performing similar work or have similar interests. When users encounter difficulties in learning from the documents, they can readily turn to those who are reading related documents and have the potential to help. Users might also be stimulated to generate new ideas and attach reviews or comments after discussing with others. People who involve in the same project can even create a connection (i.e., a charting room) to share their experience or do their project collaboratively.

**3.2. Detailed approaches**

The tasks conducted in the off-line subsystem are described in detail in this section.

**Data preparation**
Although Web usage logs have the potential of providing useful knowledge in clustering documents, the raw data contained in logs cannot be used without proper preprocessing. Therefore, we first convert raw Web usage logs into a set of user transactions before performing document clustering task. To prepare data from the Web usage logs, we follow the heuristics adopted by our previous work (Hwang et al. 2003). The approach contains three sequential steps: data cleaning, user session identification, and transaction identification. The objective of data cleaning is to prune out unwanted Web log records and to add back missing Web log records. The objective of user session identification is to divide the access logs of each user into individual sessions. For two records with different IP addresses, different browser software or operating system, a reasonable assumption to make is that they belong to two different user sessions. In addition, the time interval between two consecutive requests in a user session should not be too long. We use 30 minutes as the default timeout period, which has also been adopted by many commercial products. When a time interval between a usage record and the previous one exceeds 30 minutes, a new user session is assumed to start. Finally, a user session is further divided into a number of transactions, each of which represents a semantically meaningful unit. We make use of previous searching or browsing conditions specified in parameters to divide user sessions into a set of transactions.

Document clustering
We adopt ARHP (Mobasher 2000) to cluster documents into a set of categories. This approach starts with the identification of large itemsets, each of which contains documents often accessed together in transactions. Each such large itemset is then viewed as a hyperedge with a weight. Then the hypergraph partitioning algorithm is applied to partition the set of documents into disjoint clusters of documents. Documents in the same cluster are more “similar” in the sense that they are more likely to be accessed together in the same transaction. To reflect the fact that a document may indeed interest two groups of users, we adopt the same heuristic as used in (Mobasher 2000) in adding back documents to clusters, resulting in overlapping clusters. Specifically, for a given hyperedge, if the percentage of its vertices in the cluster is more than a threshold, the other vertices are added back.

Cluster labeling
Associating clusters with labels or themes allows an information seeker to readily find interested documents. The cluster digest algorithm proposed by Lewis and Ringuette (1994) is adopted in the CBI system. This algorithm evaluates the Information Gains of each term with respect to each cluster to quantify the effectiveness of using the term to classify documents. For each cluster, the K terms with largest Information Gains are chosen to label it.

4. Implementation and Evaluation Plan
We empirically test the CBI system by using the document set of NSYSU-ETD, which is an electronic theses system at National Sun Yat-sen University in Taiwan. NSYSU-ETD is running on PC Solaris 2.7 and using Apache 1.3.9 as the Web server. Since the operation of NSYSU-ETD in May 2000, it has collected more than 5000 electronic theses. Until February 2005, these theses have been browsed more than 4,500,000 times and downloaded more than 1,400,000 times. We analyzed the usage log of NSYSU-ETD to develop the collaborative browsing interface.

Currently, a pilot study is performing in our project. We have eight subjects; all of them are graduate students. The involved subjects are shown a brief, ten-minute demonstration of the system, and then they are randomly assigned into two groups. Three subjects are involved in
the first group to complete a relatively sample task, and the other five subjects are involved in the second group to complete a more complex task. At the end of the experiment, all participants are asked complete a final questionnaire to elicit their experience.

From the final questionnaire, overall, the tested participants showed a good understanding of the concept of collaborative information browsing, and they were able to easily navigate through the information space to find documents. Also, several issues as well as improvements of the interface are identified and suggested by participants. First, most participants expressed their privacy concerns. Recording and spreading user’s navigation information raises the privacy issue. They suggested that if the extent to which the navigation data is shared can be decided by the user, there would be less privacy concern. Also, some participants suggested that it would be desirable to allow multiple foci showing in the information space. The comparison of different information is often necessary in the process of decision making, particularly in collaborative environment. Finally, showing more status information is also suggested, which may help reduce user’s disorientation.

5. Conclusion
The designed collaborative browsing interface offers a novel approach to browsing information. In the interface, user can easily browse documents and find other users who have similar interests to ask for help. People who involve in the same project can even share their experience or perform their work in a collaborative environment. Hereafter, we will engage in the investigation on the issues of privacy, comparison, and disorientation. Also, more sophisticated lab experiments will be performed to test the effectiveness of the proposed collaborative browsing interface.
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